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22 May 64 DDPY 2624 (NS) To Ranken from

Helms

Refer to #29 ranken memo RE 17 Feb 64 relative
to December 15 to made by CIA.

27 Nov 63 CIA received from Navy
Cable from Naval Attache in Canberra,
Australia (IW 67327) reporting
Telephone conversation with alleged Polish
Chaffee at the US Embassy in Canberra.
Pole said that person in the State just
had financed JFK assass.
Reference was made in cable to receipt
of similar anonymous phone call on
15 Oct 62.

When received from Navy the CIA:
a) called Canberra asking for full
detail of 23 Nov telephone conversation
& the 15 Oct 62 call. CIA had
not previously heard the 62 telephone
b) CIA Canberra said 27 Nov informed
all aware of 62 telephone.
The source had stated CIA "drop
Canberra Couture" planned to
pay 900,000 for JFK assass

27 Nov CIA Canberra furnished
complete detail of anonymous
call 17 Dec 63

29 Nov CIA dropped informing
Supplied by CIA Canberra to
WH, SBA, FBI, w/h to SSA
& CIA with dossier attached

SECRET
CIA should arrange for disposal of call by Australian Security Service. Australian felt caller was a crank.

Were unable to link any Polish ex-prisoner to Embassy auto described by caller as the one he drove in March. Plate number given to him. No further info or call observed.

Avoid undue trouble tend to show caller was a crank but can't confirm this - telegram attaches.

27 May 64 ODPR-2688 To Radio from Helsinki

ref to 21 2 Y memo 12765 requesting information relative to TIC assessment to 55

25 US Emb, Stockholm received a letter marked on 25 Nov 63 which accused the Comm. Chinese
of plotting the act. The police officer on 9 Dec to WH, State, FBI, reports letter written by a Swede, using a Swedish
 getKey. 26182/7251

The letter was submitted to technical

analysis dept CIA report from who has concluded that letter was probably
written by a Swede, using a Swedish

keyboard typewriter and Swedish

scriptary.

SECRET
12 June 44 DDPY-2955 CD 1034

JFK

Info 1 given & attach to memo group
To complete we file on crank letter
generated by JFK access

US Emb in San Jose, Costa Rica, in late
Nov 63 received letter claiming the
JFK assassins part 2 & plot to kill
all presidents of the free world.
Udated letter, postmarked 28 Nov 63,
Mailed, Costa Rica addressed to
Amb Raymond Velle, present L
to the State, FBI. Not sent to SS

letter was adjudged to be wrong a crank
Detail of letter passed to Costa Rican
Amb. No further from the above,
Signed, Rodriguez, has ever been received.
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